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0. Introduction 
For an artin algebra A, denote by mod A the category of finitely generated left 
A -modules. All modules will be finitely generated in this paper. For a self-injective 
algebra A we recall that a A-module C with no nonzero projective summands is 
said to be periodic if In ‘C = C for some i > 1. Here a ‘C denotes the i th syzygy 
.module for C, that is, a*C is determined by the exact sequence 
where PrV1 + l e l + PO * C --) 0 is the start of a minimal projective resolution of C. 
We recall that a selfinjective algebra A is said to be weakly symmetric if for every 
indecomposable projective A -module PF P/x-P s sot P, where r denotes the radical 
of A and sot P denotes the socle of P, 
The main result of this paper is the following. If A is an indecr,mposaSle weakly 
symmetric algebra of infinite representation type, that is having an infinite number 
of indecomposable modules, and there is one indecomposable periodic A -module, 
then there are indecomposable periodic modules of arbitrarily large length, hence 
an infinite number of indecomposable periodic modules. 
We actually prove a more general statement, which also specialiies to the 
following result about hereditary algebra. If an hereditary algebra p4 has one 
indecomposable DTr-periodic A -module C, that is, (DTr)*C = C for some i 2 1, 
then it has indecomposable DTr-periodic modules of arbitrarily large length, hence 
an infinite number. Here D denotes the ordiqary duality for artin algebras and Tr 
the transpose (see [6] for definition). 
We apply the result about periodic modules over weakly symmetric algebras to 
show that if k is a field of characteristic p, a finite group such that p divides the 
order of G, and B is a block of infinite type in the group algebra kG, the:1 there are 
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indecomposable p riodic modules of arbitrarily large length in B, and hence an 
infinite number. This generalizes, with complfetely differect methods, aresult in [l]. 
We also give an example to show that our result on blocks of group algebras can 
not be extended to arbitrary symmetric allgebras, by giving an example of a 
symmetric algebra of infinite representation type having no periodic modules. An 
artin algebra is syn,.netric if there is a two-sided isomorphism D(A) G A, where D 
denotes the ordinary duality for artin algebras. To do this, we first investigate when 
an hereditary algebra has no DTr-periodic modules. In connection with this we 
recall some results from [12,15] about hereditary tensor algebras whose associated 
quadratic form is positive, aad use this to give a module theoretic haracterization 
of hereditary tensor algebms whose quadratic. form is positive and of hereditary 
tensor algebras whose qual ratic form is positive semidefinite. 
The method we use in thi! paper is to apply the notion of irreducible morphisms 
introduced in [7], and a r,esult about chains of irreducible morphisms between 
indecomposable modules from [3]. 
The main object of this section is to show that if A is an indecomposable w akly 
symmetric algebra of infinite representation type, and there is one indecomposable 
periodic A -module, then there are indecomposable p riodic modules of arbitrarily 
large length, and consequently an infinite number. 
We recall that for an artin algebra A a morphism f : X + Y in mod A is said to 
be irreducible if f is neither a splittable monomorphism nor a splittable pimorph- 
ism, and for any commutative diagram 
either g is a splittable monomorphism or h is a splittable pimorphism [7]. 
A representable functor ( , C) in the category of contravariant additive functors 
from mod A to abelian groups is of finite length if there is only a finite number of 
indecomposable A-modules X which have a nonzero morphism to C. Otherwise 
( , C) has infinite length (see [2]). We recall from [2] that A is of finite 
representation type if and only if each representable functor ( , C) has finite length. 
We shall need the following result from [3]. 
‘Let A be an artiu algebra of infinite representation type and C an 
chat ( , C) has infinite length. en n 2 I there is an 
indecomposable A -module X lenith at least n such that the ome finite chain of 
irreducible morphisms between i:ndecomposable modules X + 9 l l + C. 
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We go on to prove the following general result. 
Proposition 1.2. Let A be an artin algebra and * some property of indecomposable 
A -modules. Let B be a finite (or empty) set of indecomposable A -modules. Assume 
that if f : X --) Y is an irreducible morphism where X and Y are indecomposable and 
not in B and Y has property *, then X has. Assume further that there is an 
indecomposable A -module C not in B having property *, such that ( , C) has infinite 
length, and such that whenever there is a finite chain of irreducible morphisms 
between Indecomposable modules starting at some X not in B and ending at C, we 
can always choose the chain such that no module is in B. 
Then given n, there is an indecomposable module with property * which has length 
at least n, and hence there is an infinite number of indecomposable modules with 
property *. 
Proof< With the above notationand assumptions, let C be an indecomposable 
A -module not in B having property * and such that ( , C) has infinite length. Since B 
is finite, there is some integer i such that all modules in B have length less than i. 
Given n 2 i, there is by Proposition 1.1 an indecomposable n -module C,, of length 
at least n and a chain Cn --)e . l + C of irreducible morphisms between indecom- 
posable modules. Since ‘C and Cn are not in B, we can by assumption choose a 
chain with no module in B. Since C has property *, it then follows from our 
assumptions that Cn has property *. This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
For applying the above to selfinjective algebras the following result will be useful. 
Proposition 1.3. Let A be a sel’njective algebra with no indecomposable projective 
modules of length 2. If X and Y are indecomposable nonprojective modules such that 
there is some chain of irreducible morphisms between indecomposable moduleas 
X--, l l l + Y, then there is such a chain with no indecomposable modules being 
projective. 
Proof. We know from [7, Proposition 4.1 l] that if we have irreducible morphisms 
f : P --) A, g : C+ P, where P is indecomposable *projective and A and C are 
indecomposable, then A = P/sot P and C = rP. And we further know that when 
rP/soc P is not zero, we have irreducible morphisms rP-+ rP/soc P and 
rP/soc P+ P/sot P. This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
“I’ 
The following lemma will be useful for our appj5cation to weakly symmetric 
algebras. I 
Lemma 1.4. Let A be an indecomposab weakly symmetric algeb and Y 
indecomposable nonprojective A -modules. en there is a finite chain 4.‘04 Y 
of nonzero morphisms between indecomposable nonprojective A -modules. 
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Proof. We can clearly assume that X and Y are simple. Let P denote the 
projective cover for X, P’ the projective cover for Y. Since A is an indecomposable 
algebra, there is some sequence P = PI, P2,. . ., PI = P’ of indecomposable projec- 
tive modules uch that Pi and Pi+, have some simple composition factor in common. 
Hence it is sufficient to prove that if Q is an indecomposable projective A -module 
and S and T simple composition factors of Q, then there is some finite chain 
S-, l l l +‘T of nonzero morphisms between indecomposable nonprojective A- 
modules. We can clearly assume that S and T are not isomorphic. Let K be a factor 
module of Q such that there is a monomorphism S --) K, and L a submodule of Q 
such that there is an epimorphism L --) T. Let U = Q/rQ, which is isomorphic to 
sot Q, since by assumption- A is weakly symmetric. Consider the chain of nonzero 
morphisms 
S+K-,U-,L -ST. 
If S is not isomorphic to U, then K is not projective, and if T is not isomorphic to 
U, then L is not projective. So if neither S nor T is isomorphic to ZJ, -we have our 
desired chain o’f nonze:o morphisms between indecomposable nonprojective 
modules. If S is isomorphic to U, then T is not isomorphic to U, so consider 
S = U + L --+ 7’. If T is isomorphic to U, then S is not, so consider S + K --) U = 
T. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
We can now use the 
nonprojective modules 
above to give a result about existence of indecomposable 
with some property * for selfinjective algebras. 
Proposition 1 S. Let A be a selfinjective artin algebra and * some property of 
indecomposable A -modules, such that if f : X --) Y is an irreducible morphism 
between indecomposable nonprojective A-modules, and Y has property *, then X 
does, 
(a) If there is some indecomposable nonprojective A -module C with property * 
such that ( , C) has in.nite length, then there are indecomposable modules of 
arbitrarily large length having property *, hence an infinite number. 
(b) If A is a weakly symmetric indecomposable algebra of infinite representation 
type and there is some indecomposable A -module with property *, then there are 
indecomposable modules with property * of arbitrarily large length, hence an infinite 
number. 
Proof. (a) Since C is an indecomposable A -module such that ( , C) has infinite 
length, C is a module over an indecomposable ring summand A 1 of A, where Al is 
of infinite representation type. Then A 1 has no indecomposable projective modules 
of length 2. For we know from 19, Lemma 3.31 that all indecomposable projective 
A i-modules would then have length 2, so that AI would be of finite representation 
type. Hence (a) follows from Proposition 1.2 an roposition 1.3. 
(b) Let C be an indecompclsable nonprojective A-module with property *. If 
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( , C) has infinite length, (b) follows from (a). Assume then that ( , C) has finite 
length. Since A is of infinite representation type, there is some simple A -module A 
such that ( , A) has infinite length [2]. By Lemma 1.4 there is some finite chain 
of nonzero morphisms between iadecomposable nonprojective A -modules. Let i be 
biggest such that ( , Ci ) has infinite length. Let j be such that i G j c n. Since 
( , G+l) has finite length and we have a nonzero morphism fi+* :C’ + q+l, we know 
from [9] that there is a finite chain of irreducible morphisms between indecomposa- 
ble modules tarting at Ci and ending at Cj+,. By Proposition 1.3 we can assume 
that all the indecomposable modules are nonprojective. If Cj+l has property *, Cj 
will have property *. Since by assumption C = C, hss property *, it follows that Ci 
has property *. The rest now follows from (a). 
We can now specialize the above to get the main result of this section about 
periodic modules, which follows directly from Proposition 1.5,, since we know that 
for an irreducible morphism f : X ---) Y between indecomposable nonprojective 
modules, X is periodic if and only if Y is (see [6, Propclsition 5.21). 
Theorem 1.6. (a) If -4 is a sel’njectiue algebra and al 1 indecomposable i.onpro - 
jective periodic A -module such that ( , C) has infirbite length, then there are 
indecomposable periodic modules of arbitrarily large iecgth, hence an infinite number. 
(b) If A is a weakly symmttric algebra of infini;ti representation type, and there is 
one indecomposable periodic A -module, then there are indeco,,zposable periodic 
modules of arbitrarily large length, hence an in,cinite number. 
We end this section by specifying another examp!e of a property *, namely that 
an indecomposable A -module C is DTr-periodic, that is, (DTr)‘C = C for some 
i 2 I. Here D denotes the ordinary duality for A and Tr denotes the transpose (see 
[6]). If B denotes the indecomposable modules C such that (DTr)‘C is projective 
for some i 20 and (TrDYC is injective for some j 20 (here 
(DTr)‘C = C = (TrD)‘C), we know from [8] that if g : X --) Y is an irreducible 
morphism between indecomposable modules X and Y not in B, then X is 
DTr-periodic if and only if Y is DTr-periodic. Since is clearly finite, Proposition 
1.2 can be applied to this choice of B. In particular, we get the following result if A 
is hereditary. 
Proposition 1.7. Let A be an hereditary artin algebra of infinite representation type. 
If there is one indecomposable DTr-periodic module, then there are indecomposable 
DTr-periodic modules of arbitrarily large length, hence an infinite number. 
. This follows from ProposStion 1.2 and the followi 
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Lemma 1.8. Let A be an hereditary algebra and g : X --) Y an irreducible morphism 
between indecomposable A -modules. Then X is DTr-periocfs’t: if and only if Y is 
DTr-periodic. 
Proof. Assume first that Y is DTr-periodic. If X is not DTr-periodic, we know 
from [6, Proposition 6.21 that (TrDYX is injective for some i a 0. For hereditary 
algebras A TrD and DTr can be considered as functors from mod A to mod A. 
Since we know that (TrDyg : (TrDYX --, (TrDy Y is a nonzero morphism between 
indecomposable modules, and that Im(TrD)‘g is injective since A is hereditarv 
(TrDY Y would be injective. But this contradicts he fact that Y is DTr-periodic. 
Assume now that X is DTr-periodic. If Y is not DTr-periodic, then we know 
from [8] that (DTr$ Y is pr pjective for some i 3 0. But since A is hereditary and 
(DTr)‘g : (DTr)*X+ (DTr)i y is not zero, it follows that the indecomposable 
module (DTr)‘X is projecti me. This contradicts he fact that X is DTr-periodic. This 
finishes the proof of the lemma. 
2 
In this section we give the following application of the result of Section 1. Let k 
be a field of characteristic p and G a finite group whose order is divisible by p such 
that the p-Sylow subgroups oi G are not cyclic. We show that the blocks of infinite 
representation type of the algebra k [G] have indecomposable p riodic modules of 
arbitrarily large length. We then give examples of a weakly symmetric artin algebra 
of infinite representation type with no indecomposable p riodic modules and of 
hereditary artin algebras of infinite representation type with no indecomposable 
DTr-periodic modules. We observe that it follows from the work of Dlab and 
Ringel that if A is an hereditary tensor algebra of classifiable, but not finite type, 
that is, whose quadratic form is positive semidefinite then there are an infinite 
number of indecomposable DTr-periodic A -modules of arbitrarily large length. 
Finally, we use the above to give a module theoretic description of hereditary 
tensor algebras whose quadratic form is positive, and of hereditary tensor algebras 
whose quadratic form is positive semidefinite. 
Let k be a field of characteristic p and G a finite group whose order is divisible 
by p with noncylic p-Sylow subgroups. In [13] Wamernik proved that~if B is a block 
of k [G] then there is (at least) one indecomposable B-module M with vertex group 
of prime order. We prove now that it can be easily deduced that M is then periodic. 
Let H be the vertex of M. Then M is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
k [G] Q&HI N, for some k [HI-module N. Let O-, @N --, P,+ N-0 be exact 
where PO is projective. Then 0 + k [G] BkjH1 0 l N + k [G] aHHI PO-, 
k [G] C&IHI N + 0 is exact, because k[G] is k HI-projective. Since M is isomer- 
phic to a summand of k [G] Brt ~1 N, and k [G] @&,I PO is k [Cl-projective, In1 Ad is 
isomorphic to a summand of k ‘eGj Q&w1 lid’ N. This proves that if A4 has vertex H 
then fi’M has also verte H. But we know from [ICS] tlka 
are only a finite number of indecom ble modules in B 
M is periodic. We then have, by “I”heorem IA, the foJJ 
H js cycfie, there 
vertex H. ‘Therefore 
This theorem improves a res 
characteristic p and G is a fin 
noncyclic p-Sylow su 
modules of arbitrari 
k [ G]-modules. We indicate 
there are indecomposable p riodic k [G]-modules of Jength 
of infinite representation type. Even though Theorem 2.1 proves 
we include this proof here because it is brief and does not involve b 
Let S C G be a p-Sylow sub? 
k[H] is of finite representation typ, so all the indecomwble nanprojective 
modules are periodic. Let N be one of them. Then one of the indecomposable 
summa&s of k [S] &Ml N is nonprojective and periodic. Therefore t
nonprojective indecomposable p riodic k [S]-module and then, since 
and hence indecomposable, there are an infinite number (see I”he 
follows from this that there are an infinite number of indecom 
k [G]-modules, because, if iV is an indecomposable p riodic k [S]-m 
nonprojective indecomposable summa& of & [G] Qpysl N are periodic. But if M is 
a summand of k [G] Bqsl N, then N is a summand of the restriction 
M can be summand of only a finite number of modules of the form 
there are an infinite number of indecomposable periodic k [G 
there is a block B of k [G] of infinite representation typ that has an indecoiposa- 
bJe periodic module. By Theorem 1.6 we know then that there are indecam 
periodic B-modules of arbitrarily large length. 
We now give an example of a weakly symmetri 
representation type with no indecomposable p  
artin algebras of infinite representation type th 
periodic modules. To construct hese examples we consider fJ 
case, and we find, iri particular, an example of an 
square zero with the desired properties. The rel 
radical square zero and weakly symmetric algebras of radicaf cctbe ze 
Section 21 will then help us find an example of a * 
modules. 
We begin by recalling some facts about hereditary artin algebras (see [4,12]). 
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r be an hereditary artin algebra. We denote by Gr(r) the Grothendieck group of f 
and by [M] the element of Gr(r) determined by the A -module M. Let 4 denote 
the quadratic form from Gr (A ) to the field o:f rational numbers defined in [ 15) and 
[4]. We recall the definition of 4. To define 4 we may assume that I” is 
indecomposable and therefore the center of I’ is a field k. Then, if M is a 
A-module, q([M]) = dimk Endn (M)- dimk Ext\(M, M). Let c : GrA -+GrA be 
the Coxeter transformation associated to4. We know then by [8, Proposition 2] that 
c([M]) = [DTr M] for any nonprojective indecomposable A -module M. 
We have the following result. 
Lemma 2.2. If A is an hereditary algebra and there is some indeccn;lposrrbb 
DTr-periodic module M, then t ie quadratic form q associated with A must h psitiue. 
Proof. Assume thataM is ay indecomposable A -module such that (DTr)‘M s M 
for some t 2 1. Ther+ c’ [M] = [Ml. Consider the element y = 
WI + CWI + . . l + c’-’ [M] in Gr A. Clearly all the coordinates of y are nonnega- 
tive in the basis {[S 1: i = 1, . . ., n} of GrA, where {&, . . ., Sn } is a complete Fet of 
nonisomorphic simple A -modules. We clearly have cy = y. Let B be the symi?aetric 
bilinear form associated with A (see [4, 121). From [12, Lemma 1.31 we know that 
B (y, X) = 0 for all x in Gr A. Let III3 11 denote the matrix associated with B. Since 
WvY)= ~lPllY9 we have that x l]B II y is zero for all x, hence that ]]I3 ]I y is zero. 
/B II is a symmetric matrix with entries ay such that all arr ) 0 and au s 0 if i # j. 
From [lo] we then know that the quadratic form (I corresponding toB is positive, 
since all the coordinates of the nonzero element y are nonnegative. 
As a particular example of an hereditary artin algebra with nonpositive quadratic 
form we choose the triangular matrix ring 
where k is a field and K is a field extension of k of degree 3. Then the matrix of q in 
the basis B = {[SJ,[&]} of Grf is 
1 - 312 
- 312 1 I ’ 
4 is nonpositive and therefore I’ is an example of an hereditary artin algebra with 
no indecomposable p riodic module. 
We consider now the weakly symmetric selfinjective ring of radical cube zero 
associated to r in [14, Section 21; that is, the ring 
with multiplication defined by 
We shall first prove that there are no DTrc 
=(radA)2= (k[t*f k14._), 
with multiplication defined by 
Then the radical of A 
which is semisimple and so its square is 
A,==A/soc is then stab1 
( 
that is, to 
I kOO0 
0 k 0 C? . CT - 
0 
KO Ok 
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Since I* has no periodic modules and is of infinite representation type, then r X r 
has the same properties. It has been proved in [9, Proposition 3.31 that if G and & 
are two stably equivalent artin algebras anId there are an infinite number of 
indecomposable DTr-periodic &mabdules, then there are an infinite number of 
DTrperiodic &modules. Therefore, since A /sot A is stably equivalent to r X r, 
then A /socA has at most a finite number of indecomposable DTr-periodic 
modules. Therefore there are at most a finite number of indecomposable p riodic 
A -modules, But we know from Theorem 1.6(b) that if there is one indecomposable 
periodic A-module then there are an infinite number. This proves that there are no 
periodic A -modules. 
We next show that it is easily deduced from f12, 151 that if A ‘is an hereditary 
tensor algebra of classifiab&, but not finite type, that is, if the associated quadratic 
form is positive semidefiniazc-, then there are an infinite number of indecomposable 
DTr-periodic modules. 
Let A be an indecomposable h reditary tensor algebra of classifiable, but not 
finite type. The indecomposable A -modules X are of the following types (see [12, 
15]), where we use that w 3 know that DTr and C+ are isomorphic functors [ 1 l] (see 
[12] for definition of the Coxeter functor C’). 
(1) (DTr)‘X is projectiwe for some i B 0. 
(2) (TrDYX is injective; for some i 20. 
(3) The additive category R(A) generated by the other indecomposable objects 
(those of defect 0) has an infinite number of indecomposable objects and 
decomposes into a product of categories RI x l l l x R, x Rt+l having the following 
properties. Each Rip 1 s i s t, has a finite collection but more than one simple 
object closed under DTr, and all indecomposable objects in Ri are uniserial with 
the composition factors ordered in a sequence corresponding tothe action of DTr. 
Rt+1 (consisting of the homogeneous objects) is a product of categories each of 
which has a unique simple object and all objects uniserial. The embedding of R (A) 
into mod A is an exact functor. 
We point out that a quick way of deducing from [f2,15] that there is at least one 
indecomposable DTr-periodic: A -module, and hence an infinite number, by Propos- 
ition 1.7, is as follows. If S is a simple object in R (A ) which is not homogeneous, it 
follows directly from the properties tpted that S is DTr-periodic. If S is a simple 
homogeneous object in R(A), then we have from [12] that c [S] = [S], hence that 
c[S] = [S] = [DTrS]. Let E denote the uniserial category to which S belongs. 
CIearly DTrS is in R(A), and since we know that Extf, (S, DTr S) # 0 (see [6, 
Proposition 4.5]), DTr S must also be in E. Since an indecomposable object in E is 
clearly determined by its composition factors, it follows that S = DTr S, which 
shows that S is DTr-periodic. 
However, it is aIso easily deduced from i12, 15] that all indecomposable objects 
of defect 0 are DTr-periodic. For the convenience of the reader we outline a proof 
of this. 
Let X be an indecomposab1e object in R (A ), and Iet E denote the indecomposa- 
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ble category to which it belongs. It is then easy to see that as for Nakayama algebras 
(i.e. generalized uniserial algebras) [7], there is an almost split sequence 
O-,AAB8-C+0 inE . 
(see [6] for definition of almost split sequence) such that A and C have the same 
length in E. This is also an almost split sequence in mod A. For let h : X + C with X 
indecomposable and h not an isomorphism. We can clearly assume that X is not in 
R(A). If TrD’X = I is injective, then Horn,, (X, C) = 0 (see [8, Lemma 1.31). 
Assume then that DTr’X = P is projective. Since Tr( ) = Ext’( , A), it is easy to see 
that (TrD)* (8): (TrD)‘B --) (TrD)‘C is an epimorphism. Thus there is some 
t : P + (TrD)‘B such that the diagram 
P 
t /I (TrW’ (h) 
(TrD)’ fi - (TrD)’ C 
commutes. Hence the diagram 
commutes. Therefore 0 + A --) B + C * 0 is an almost split sequence in mod A, so 
we can conclude that A = DTr C [4, Proposition 4.31. Since there is only a finite 
number of indecomposable objects in E of a given length, it follows that 
(DTr)‘C = C for some i 2 1. Hence all indecomposable objects of defect 0 are 
DTr-periodic. 
We end this section by pointing out that we have the following module theoretic 
characterization of hereditary tensor algebras whose associated quadratic form is 
positive sernidefinite, and of hereditary tensor algebras whose quadratic form is 
positive. 
Proposition 2.3. Let A be an hereditary tensor algebra, and q the associated 
quadratic form. 
(a) The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) q is positive semidefinite. 
(ii) There is some DTr-periodic A -module. 
(iii) There is an infinite number of indecomposable DTr-periodic A -modules. 
(b) The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) q is positive. 
(ii) For an indecomposable A -module C, either C is DTr-periodic or (DTr)’ C is 
. . . 
projective for some i a 0 or (TrDY C is in3iective for some j 2 0. 
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Proof. The only thing left to show is that (ii) implies (i) in (b). By Lemma 2.2, we 
can assume that for each indecomposable /i&module C, either (DTr)’ C is projec- 
tive for some i 3 0 or (TrDy C is injective for some j % 0. We observe that .it then 
follows from [4, Proposition 1.101 that for each indecomposable A-module C, 
Exti (C, C) = 0. To show that q is positive it is then suffici&to show that if q is not 
positive there is an indecomposable A -module C such that Ext; (C, C) # 0. 
Assume now that q is not positive. Then we know from [15] that for some field K 
there is a full exact embedding of the category of modules over K( X, y ) (the 
polynomial ring over K in two noncommuting variables x and y) which are finite 
dimensional K-spaces, into mod A. Let M = K LlK as a K-vector space and let the 
action of x and y be given by x@, b) = (0, a), y(a, b) = (0,O) for (a, b) in KU K 
Then it is easy to see that Exo‘&,,,~ (M, M) is not zero, and since our embedding is
full and exact, there must ’ je some indecomposable A -module C such that 
Extfr (C, C) # 0. This finishes c ur proof. 
It would be interesting t( t know if the above proposition holds for arbitrary 
hereditary algebras. In (a) WC have shown that (ii) e (iii) and also we know that 
(ii) implies (i). In (b) we can &ow (ii) implies (i), by proving the following result. If A 
is an hereditary artin algebra such that for ever); indecomposable A -module C, 
eithkr (DTr)*C is projective for some i a 0 or (TrDy C is injective for some i 2 0, 
then A is of finite type. We briefly indicate how tkls can be shown. One can show 
that for any given length there is only a finite number of indecomposable modules. 
One can assume that A is an algebra over a field k, and if k is infinite, we are done 
by the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture, proved by Nazarova and Roiter for 
algebras over infinite perfect fields and extended by Ringel to algebras over 
arbitrary infinite fields. The proof can then be finished using that if k is finite, the 
assumptions hold for K@A where K is an algebraic losure of k. 
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